
Week 4
We began Week 4 with a great start! Though we encountered scheduling issues in
Weeks 2 and 3, the entire team worked diligently and we were able to get back on
our feet. By the end of Week 4, our team has been able to create a functioning
drivetrain for one of the two robots! Additionally, we introduced a new fundraiser
to help support the team. In the future, we plan to continue the many fundraisers
and make the journey to Worlds easier!
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Girl Scouts Visit!!
This past week, the young girls came to our team’s workplace to earn their Girl
Scouts Robotics Badges. We had a lot of fun as we inspired them to follow the
STEM pathway. Our outreach team led the children through several stations so
that they can explore the different subgroups of our team. They girls started in
the non-technical subgroups, and learned the importance of everyone’s role to
have a functional team. Then, they learned how to do Computer Aided Design
from the CAD subgroup. Later, they traveled to the woodshop, in which they
witnessed the actual manufacturing of the robot under the guidance of the
electrical and mechanical subgroups.  The scouts then joined Programming and
learned the controls of driving the robot and how the code interacts with the
robot. They even got the opportunity to test drive one of our previous robots.
Upon gaining knowledge from various subgroups, the girl scouts were able to
apply their skills while building Bombini bots. The scouts first learned the function
of each component of the Bombini bot and how to assemble it. Later, they split
into two groups and built the robot collaboratively. After building their bot, they
learned basic coding to control their robots, and applied those skills on an
obstacle course. Essentially, the Girls Scouts girls learned many skills relating to
STEM and earned their badges. We are excited for future partnerships with Girls
Scouts and to spread pertinent STEM concepts.

Making it LOUD



"The girls were really excited to learn more about robots. Going in, they have no
experience with robotics and are completely blind. I hope that they can learn how
everyone works together to build a robot and make it work. They are very excited.
I want them to learn that science isn't boring and not just for boys, they they can
explore multiple concepts than just what they learn at school"

-Stacy Tolbert, Girl Scout Troop Leader

“We got them really excited to work with the Bombini bots and run it through the
obstacle course. I could tell that they were really curious in how our team worked
and were eager to learn more. I’m looking forward to more events with the Girl
Scouts!”

-Rishika Nayak, Outreach member

Subgroup News
Technical Troop
The Mechanical, Electrical,
and CAD subgroups all
worked as a cohesive unit
the past week. Members in
CAD finalized the designs for
each mechanism (intake,
elevator, hook, and
scale/switch). At the same
time the Mechanical and
Electrical subgroups cooperated to finalize two optimal drivetrains.
Simultaneously, specific individuals in those groups were assigned certain
mechanisms to build. The mechanism used for raising the robot at the end of the
game was split into two components: the elevator and hook. At the beginning of
the 2/2/18 meeting, the team decided to slightly change the elevator mechanism.
By dividing the mechanism, the tasks were distributed proficiently. Currently, at
the end of Week 4, we have completely finished with one drivetrain! Programming
and strategy are working with the drivetrain in order to optimize the code and
give our drivers time to practice.  We hope to finish the drivetrain of the next
robot by the beginning of Week 5 and begin finalizing our scoring mechanisms.



The Strategy Hub
Upon ensuring that the whole
team was onboard with the
strategy for the robot this year,
our Strategy subgroup began
preparing for competitions. They
started drive team testing, hoping
to select the most ideal members
for the competitions. Additionally,

they worked on the scouting guide with the Programming subgroup, so that we
could easily record our scouting during competitions. Strategy was also in charge
of field management, which is setting up a simulation field so that our driver could
practice controlling the robot, or at least the drivetrain of robot. With the
drivetrain being complete, we were able to drive around a simulated field.

The Programming
Party
Over the past week,
programming has assigned
various tasks to different
members on the Programming
group. This week, they have
finished the website for the
scouting guide, so that it would
be more convenient for our Strategy team to record information about other
teams they are tracking. Additionally, programming has finalized the climber code
and driver code for the robot. Programming has also made much progress on the
VR of our robot. They have troubleshooted C# script for wheel gliders, had the
basic drive system and collision meshes working, and finished the main C#
models. They also made much progress with the automous code by testing it with
the Counter. Additionally, they used integrals for Gyro motor precision. Basically,
they had the motor spin until 90 degrees, but the momentum would still turn the
bot: the final turn would be 150 degrees instead of 90 degrees because of this
momentum. They essentially used calculus to slowly decrease the motor speed
until 90 degrees to eliminate the momentum variable. Overall, programming has
been very productive this past week!
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Fundraising
Latest Fundraiser
We kicked off week 4 with a mouse fundraiser. Our team attempted to sell
computer mice to their friends and family. Along with the mouse fundraiser, our
Financial team planned multiple fundraisers for the next few weeks.This includes
the Gourmet Cheesecake fundraiser and a dessert fundraiser.  Fundraising is an
essential to our team, and we would like to thank our Financial subgroup for
allowing us to fund the team.
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